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bstract

This paper studies the diffusive and sorption steps of several gases across membranes cast from poly(N-phenyl-exo,endo-norbornene-5,6-
icarboximide) chloroform solutions. Chains packing effects on gas transport was investigated by conducting a parallel study on the permeation
haracteristics of membranes cast from hydrogenated poly(N-phenyl-exo,endo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) chloroform solutions. The perme-
bility coefficients of several gases in the two membranes were measured finding that hydrogenation of the norbornene moieties decreases gas
ermeability. The transition states approach was used to determine the trajectories of the gases in the two types of membranes from which the
iffusion coefficients were obtained. Monte Carlo techniques based on the Widom method were used to simulate gas sorption process as a function

f pressure. The values of the solubility coefficients thus obtained undergo a relatively sharp drop at low pressures approaching to a constant
alue as pressure increases. With the exception of carbon dioxide, pretty good agreement between the experimental and simulated values of the
ermeability coefficient is found for the gases studied.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In the last two decades, the search for better polymers as
ource of good performance membranes for gases separation
as been a flourishing field of research [1,2]. As a first step,
fforts have been focused on finding consistent relations between
he structure of repeat units of the molecular chains integrat-
ng membranes and permeability coefficients, separation factors,
tc. The screening of a large number of polymers having differ-
nt chemical structures improves the chance of finding specific
olymers with rather good transport properties without a refined

nderstanding of the intrinsic properties leading to an adequate
ermselectivity. The success of this approach increases when
series of polymers within a same class are studied, noting

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 91 5622900; fax: +34 91 5644853.
E-mail address: riande@ictp.csic.es (E. Riande).
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he effect of small changes in structure on gas transport. It
as been found that restriction of both packing efficiency and
hain mobility may increase gas permeability with minimum
ermselectivity losses. Families of polycarbonates [3–9], poly-
ulfones [4,10–17], polyimides [18–25], polyoxydiazoles and
olytriazoles [26,27], aromatic polyesters [28–32], and methyl-
nd phenyl-substituted polyphenylene ethers [33,34], have been
ptimized using these guidelines. Work has been reported show-
ng that the substitution of hydrogen atoms by methyl groups in
he four symmetrical ring positions of bisphenol A leads to poly-
arbonates, polysulfones and polyarylates that are about four
imes more permeable to gases than the corresponding unsub-
tituted materials without losing permselectivity [33].

Another approach to the study of the influence of chemical

tructure on gas permeability is to simulate the trajectories of dif-
using species in membranes by molecular dynamics [35,36].
nce steady-state regime is reached, the diffusion coefficient

s obtained from the mean-square displacements of the diffu-
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ant. Full molecular dynamics is useful for membranes very
ermeable to gases, e.g. polydimethyl siloxane [37], or atactic
olypropylene [38], where diffusive motion can be sampled in
elatively short molecular dynamics simulations. However, this
echnique encounters serious difficulties while trying to simulate
as transport in glassy membranes, commonly utilized for gases
eparation, where only local molecular motions are permitted.
ctually, a diffusant particle spends prohibitively long times
andering in the cavities that account for the excess volume in
lassy systems until occasional fluctuations produce channels
ith suitable diameters through which the diffusant may slide to
nearby cavity. In this case the trajectory of the diffusant can be

imulated using the transition states approach (TSA) described
y Suter and co-workers [39]. In addition, methods based on the
idom method [40] have been developed [35,41,42] that allow

he simulation of the sorption step in glassy membranes as a
unction of both pressure and chemical structure.

A wealth of experimental work has been done focused on
as transport in membranes based on polynorbornenes [43–53].
hese polymers can be prepared via ring-opening metathesis
olymerization (ROMP) of bicycloolefins, the latter being syn-
hesized by [4 + 2] cycloaddition of olefins to cyclopentadiene
r to its derivatives. Tlenkopatchev et al. [54–57] took advan-
age of the facile functionalization of norbornene monomers
nd high reactivity in ring-opening metathesis polymerization
o extend gas transport studies to membranes cast from poly-
orbornenes functionalized with substituted imide side groups.
hus new high Tg polymers have been obtained by ring-opening
etathesis polymerization of exo,endo-N-(1-R)-norbornene-

,6-dicarboximide using well-defined vinylidene ruthenium
atalysts, where R can be phenyl, cyclohexyl, adamantyl groups,
tc. The gas transport characteristics of membranes prepared
rom homopolymers or copolymers with different R groups
nchored to the imide group of the comonomers have been
eported [54–57].

The aim of this work is to study the effect of the increase
f the flexibility of polynorbornene functionalized with imide
ide groups on the gas permeation characteristics of membranes
ast from solutions of the corresponding polymers. To accom-
lish this goal, a parallel study comprising the experimental
easurements and simulations of the diffusion and solubility

oefficients of different gases (nitrogen, oxygen, carbon diox-
de, carbon monoxide and methane) was carried out across a
oly(exo,endo-N-phenyl-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) mem-
rane (PNDCI) and its hydrogenated counterpart (H-PNDCI).
chemes of the respective polymers are shown in Fig. 1. Simu-

ation of the diffusion coefficients of the gases was carried out
sing the TSA whilst that of the solubility coefficient was per-
ormed using an approach based on the Widom method [41,42].
he simulated parameters are compared with the experimental
nes obtained from permeation curves.

. Experimental
Poly(N-phenyl-exo,endo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide)
PNDCI) was obtained by ring-opening metathesis polymer-
zation (ROMP) of exo-(60%) and endo-(40%) norbornene-

l
u
p
i

ig. 1. Schematic representation of the repeating units of poly(exo,endo-
-phenyl-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) (PNDCI) and its hydrogenated
ounterpart (H-PNDCI).

,6-dicarboxylic anhydride (NDA). The hydrogenation of
oly(N-phenyl-exo,endo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) was
arried out at room temperature, under 115 bar, using the
ilkinson catalyst ClRh(PPh3)3. The hydrogenation yield was

9%. Details of the synthesis and characterization of PNDCI
nd the hydrogenated polymer, H-PNDCI, are given elsewhere
57]. The values of the number average molecular weight
Mn), polydispersity (Mw/Mn), glass transition temperature
Tg), and decomposition temperature (Td), of H-PNDCI were,
espectively, 2.3 × 105, 1.6, 197 ◦C and 460 ◦C.

.1. Gas permeation

Gas transport in membranes cast from the respective PNDCI
nd H-PNDCI dichloroethane polymers solutions was mea-
ured in an experimental device made up of two compartments
eparated by the membrane. Vacuum was made in the two com-
artments and gas stored in a reservoir at the pressure of interest
as allowed to flow into one of the compartments called here-

fter upstream chamber. The flow of gas from the upstream
hamber to the low pressure or downstream chamber was moni-
ored with a MKS-722 (0–10 Torr) pressure sensor via a PC. The
ressure in the upstream chamber was measured with a Gomet-
ics (0–10 bar) pressure sensor. The gas permeation apparatus
as immersed in a water thermostat.

. Results and discussion

.1. Experimental results

Illustrative curves describing the evolution of the pressure of
as in the downstream chamber, at 30 ◦C, for hydrogen, nitro-
en, oxygen, carbon dioxide and methane are shown in Fig. 2.
he isotherms present a transitory process followed by a linear
ependence of pressure on time that reflects steady-state con-
itions. The time at which the extrapolated p versus t straight

ine intersects the abscissa axis, called time lag θ, is further
sed for the determination of the gas diffusion coefficient. The
ermeability coefficient, P, was obtained from the slope of the
sotherms in steady-state conditions by means of the following
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Table 2
Values of the experimental and simulated diffusion coefficient for H-PNDCI
membranes at 30 ◦C

Gas Dexp (×109 cm2/s) Dsimul (×109 cm2/s)

H2 1164 1691
N2 9.4 10.1
O2 31.1 15.2
CO2 7.2 2.2
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ig. 2. Isotherms showing the evolution of pressure with time in the downstream
hamber for hydrogen (inset), N2, carbon dioxide and methane.

xpression:

= 273

76

Vl

p0TA
lim

t→∞
dp

dt
(1)

here p0 is the pressure in the upstream chamber, V the
olume of the downstream chamber, T the absolute tem-
erature, and l and A are, respectively, the thickness and
ermeation area of the membrane. The parameter P is given
n barrers [1 barrer = 10−10 cm3(STP) cm/(cm2 s cm Hg)]. The
iffusion coefficient was obtained from [58]:

= l2

6θ
(2)

The apparent solubility coefficient, S, was calculated from

= P

D
(3)

sually, D and S are given, respectively, in cm2/s and
m3(STP)/cm3 cm Hg.

Values of the permeation, diffusion and solubility coefficients
or different gases in PNDCI and H-PNDCI membranes are
hown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Owing to its very small
olecular size, hydrogen presents the highest diffusion coeffi-
ient of all the gases. The values of D for H2 in PNDCI and
-PNDCI are 1.32 × 10−6 and 1.16 × 10−6 cm2/s, respectively.

n spite of the fact that the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in
he membranes is nearly two orders of magnitude higher than

able 1
alues of the experimental and simulated diffusion coefficient for PNDCI mem-
ranes at 30 ◦C

as Dexp (×109 cm2/s) Dsimul (×109 cm2/s)

2 1320.0 2980.0

2 22.3 10.8

2 63.0 16.1
O2 18.1 6.9
O 14.5 10.4
H4 7.2 5.8

s
i
t
c
C
t

1
P
l
p
t
m
i
m

O 7.6 5.3
H4 1.8 3.2

hat of carbon dioxide, the permeability of both gases across
he membranes is nearly similar. Actually the values of the per-

eability coefficient for H2 and CO2 in PNDCI are 11.0 and
1.4 barrers, respectively. In the H-PNDCI membrane, these val-
es drop to 7.2 and 4.5 barrers, respectively. Obviously, the high
olubility of CO2 in comparison with that of H2 compensates its
ower diffusivity and, as a result, the values of the permeability
oefficients of the two gases are rather close.

In general, the values of the diffusion coefficient of the gases
re lower in the H-PNDCI membrane than in the PNDCI one pre-
umably as a consequence of the fact that hydrogenation of the
ouble bonds of PNDCI chains facilitates chain packing causing
he diminution of the diffusion coefficient. On the other hand, the
esults suggest that an increase in chain packing efficiency has
minor effect on the solubility of the gases in the membranes.

.2. Simulation of gas diffusion in PNDCI and H-PNDCI
lassy membranes

From the physics of Brownian motion, a relationship between
he diffusion coefficient of a diffusive particle, D, and its average

ean-square displacement, r, at time t is easily obtained. The
ertinent expression, called Einstein’s equation, is given by

= 1

6
lim

t→∞

{
δ

δt
〈(r(t) − r(0))2〉

}
(4)

here r(t) is the vector position of the particle at time t in the
aboratory reference frame and the symbol 〈· · ·〉 means average.

Trajectories of the gases in the membranes were simulated
sing the transition state approach [59–64] that involves three
teps: (a) simulation of the polymer matrix by packing the chains
n a virtual box; (b) evaluation of the probability density function
hat describes the local minima of energy, called sites, and the
rest surfaces between adjacent sites in the matrix; (c) Monte
arlo simulation of random walks of the guest molecule within

he polymer matrix.
In the first step, five chains, each one of them containing

5 repeat units of the corresponding polymer (PNDCI or H-
NDCI), were generated and packed into a cubic box of side

ength about 30 Å with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) to
rovide a density of approximately 1.20 g/cm3 for PNDCI close

o the value of 1.24 g/cm3 found from pycnometric measure-
ents. Minimization of conformational energy of the polymer

n the box was accomplished using the Materials Studio 3.2 [65]
olecular modelling package and the pcff91 [66]. The van der
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aals and Coulombic non-bonding interactions were calculated
y atom based and Ewald methods [67], respectively. Annealing
ycles were simulated by MD trajectories that heated the lattice
rom 300 to 2000 K and then cooled it down back to 300 K.
oth the heating and cooling processes were carried out with
0 K increments and 1 ps time step. In this way any dependence
n the initial conformation was eliminated. The energy of the
ast conformation obtained by annealing was minimized with
espect to bond lengths, bond angles and rotations using NVT
nd NPT dynamics of 500 and 100 ps, respectively, at 300 K.

In the second step, each side of the cubic box was divided in
= 100 intervals thus obtaining a grid containing 106 cells. The

artition function and free energy arising from placing a diffu-
ant molecule in a randomly chosen cell was computed using a
rotocol which assumes that each atom of the polymer matrix
s fluctuating about its mean position with a root mean-square
eviation, Δ, known as smearing factor [39]. The probability of
nding an atom i of the polymer matrix at a distance δ from the
D computed main position is given by

(δ) = exp

(−δ2

2Δ2

)
(5)

bviously, the probability depends on the magnitude of the
isplacement δ, but not on its direction.

Assuming that a molecule of diffusant gas is located in cell m
f the polymeric matrix, representing by Rm the vector joining
he center of masses of the gas molecule with the main posi-
ion of the matrix i atom and by �i the vector joining the main
nd instantaneous positions of atom i (i.e. �i has a module δ

nd a direction governed by two angles θ and φ) the interaction
etween the matrix atom and the diffusant molecule will depend
n r = Rm + �i. In previous publications we have treated poly-
tomic molecules as separated atoms, so that the energy was
omputed as sum of interactions of the matrix atom with each
ne of the atoms of the diffusant molecule and averaged over
ll orientations that the diffusant may adopt through rotations
ver its center of mass [41,42,63,64,68]. However, in the present
aper we represent all the diffusant molecules by spherical par-
icles with energetic parameters adjusted in such a way that they
roduce the same interaction that would be obtained by addi-
ion over all the atoms in the molecule and average over all the

ositions. These averaged parameters optimized for pcff force
eld are collected in Table 3. Kucukpinar et al. [69] used this
arameters in permeability study of these gases in copolymers of
tyrene, Fried et al. in poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide)

able 3
ennard–Jones (6, 9) parameters employed to compute the interaction between
olymer matrix and diffusant gas molecules appearing in Eqs. (6) and (7)

ifussant σ (Å) ε (K)

2 2.93 37.0

2 3.70 95.1

2 3.46 118.0
O2 3.70 226.5
O 3.70 111.4
H4 3.89 199.3

p
c
v
a

Z

Z

w
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70] and Heuchel et al. in polyimides [71]. Good agreement
etween simulated and experimental results was found.

Representing by E(Rm, δ, θ, φ) [39] the interaction between
he matrix i atom having a displacement �i (modulus δ and ori-
ntation defined by the angles θ and φ) from its main position
nd the whole diffusant molecule placed at grid position m, the
robability of finding such an arrangement of matrix atom and
iffusant molecule would be

i(Rm, δ, θ, φ) = C exp

(−δ2

2Δ2

)
exp

(−Ei(Rm, δ, θ, φ)

kT

)

(6)

here C represents a normalization constant. The partition func-
ion arising from interactions between the diffusant molecule in
he cell m and the atom i of the matrix that is fluctuating around
ts main position, can be written as

m,i(Rm) = C

∫ π

0
sin θ dθ

∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ δmax

0
δ2

× exp

(−δ2

2Δ2

)
exp

(−Ei(Ri, δ, θ, φ)

kT

)
dδ (7)

Then the partition function of the cell m containing a diffu-
ant molecule which interacts with the whole polymer matrix is
btained through multiplication of one factor similar to Eq. (6)
or each atom of the polymer matrix, i.e.

m =
n∏

i=1

Zm,i (8)

here n is the number of atoms of the polymer matrix in the
ubic box.

The change of free energy associated with the insertion of a
olecule of diffusant in a grid position m is straightforwardly

btained from Zm as

Fm = −kT ln Zm (9)

After computing 	Fm for each one of the grid cells of the
attice, the so-called sites, or local minima of the free energy of
he matrix, were located by a steepest descent algorithm starting
t each grid point that ends into the site where the starting grid
oint belongs. The partition functions for the site i, Zi, and the
rest between sites i and j, Zij, cover the grid points defining the
alley and the crest, respectively. These functions can be written
s

i =
(

L

G

)3∑
k

(−	Fk

kT

)
(10)

ij =
(

L

G

)2∑
k

γk

(−	Fk

kT

)
(11)

here L is the side length of the PBC box and N is the number of

ntervals in which this side has been divided for the preparation
f the grid. The weighting factor γm in Eq. (11) arises from the
act that the crest surface between sites i and j is defined by
he loci of grid points k meeting the condition that k belongs to
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Fig. 4. Time dependence of the mean-square displacements for different gases
in H-PNDCI membranes, at 30 ◦C and 1 bar.
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ite i whereas at least one among its next neighbors belongs to
ite j. The weighting factor is defined as γk = 1, 21/2, 1.41, 0,
espectively, when one, two, three or four among the six next
eighbors of grid point m belongs to site j. The rate of passage
rom site i to site j, Rij, is given by

ij =
(

kT

8πm

)1/2
Zij

Zi

(12)

hilst the residence time of the diffusant in the site i, τi, is

i = 1∑n
j=1Rij

(13)

The trajectory of the diffusant in the polymer matrix was
omputed by randomly choosing site i and one of its neighbors,
, as initial and final sites of the first jump. The residence time of
he diffusant molecule in site i is obtained by means of Eq. (13).
he simulation continues by taking position j as initial position

or a second jump to one of its neighbor sites and so on until the
ccumulated time equals a predetermined value. The square of
he displacement of the diffusant from the initial position (Δr)2

s recorded as a function of time.
A rough analysis involving thermal energy, bond stretching

nd bond angle bending force constants suggests that the smear-
ng factor Δ in Eq. (5) should lie in the range 0.3–0.4 Å. The
atter value was used in the simulation of the trajectories of the
ases in the polymer matrix. The average of the MSD of 500
ndependently trajectories generated for each one of the follow-
ng gases: oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide
nd methane in PNDCI and H-PNDCI are plotted as a func-
ion of time in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The two figures show
he variation of the MSDs with time for hydrogen which are

uch higher than those found for the other gases. The variation
ith time of the diffusion coefficient of the gases in PNDCI and

-PNDCI, obtained from the trajectories by means of Eq. (4),

re shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The curves undergo a
harp drop at short times until the diffusive regime is reached at
hich the values of D apparently remain constant. The drop of

ig. 3. Plots of mean-square displacements vs. time for different gases in PNDCI
embranes, at 30 ◦C and 1 bar.

Fig. 5. Variation of the simulated diffusion coefficient with time for different
gases in PNDCI, at 30 ◦C and 1 bar. Inset: time dependence of the simulated
diffusion coefficient for hydrogen.

Fig. 6. Time dependence of the diffusion coefficient for different gases in H-
PNDCI membranes, at 30 ◦C and 1 bar. Inset: time dependence of the simulated
diffusion coefficient for hydrogen.
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at short times presumably is a consequence of poor statistical
ampling.

The values simulated for the diffusion coefficient of the gases
n PNDCI and H-PNDCI matrices are shown in Tables 1 and 2,
espectively. With the exception of carbon dioxide, the simulated
esults for the diffusion coefficients of the gases studied in this
ork follow the same trends observed in the experimental ones

n the sense that D(H2) � D(O2) > D(N2) > D(CO) > D(CH4).
oreover not only the experimental and simulated values are

f the same order of magnitude, but also are rather close in
ost cases. For example, the simulated value for the diffusion

oefficients of H2 in the PNDCI and H-PNDCI membranes are,
espectively, 125% and 45% higher than the experimental ones.
t the other extreme, the simulated values of D for CO are about
0% lower than the experimental ones. Moreover the simulated
alues of the diffusion coefficients of most gases in PNDCI are
igher than those simulated in H-PNDCI membranes. The influ-
nce of chains packing efficiency on hindering the diffusive step
s better reflected in the simulated diffusion coefficient of carbon
ioxide which drops from 6.94 to 2.18 in 10−9 cm2/s units.

Simulations of the solubility process were performed
mploying a modified Widom method consisting on series of
nsertion/removal of gas molecules into/from the polymer matrix
ccording to probabilities computed by taking into account both
nergetic and geometrical factors [41,42]. We thus assume that
he polymer matrix contains n molecules of the diffusant gas and
e try to insert a new one (particle number n + 1) at grid position
. This process implies a change in the free energy of the system
Fm given by Eq. (9) and a change in the chemical potential of

he gas as a result of increasing the number of molecules from n
o n + 1. Therefore, the process of insertion will have a statistical
eight given by

m,i;n→n+1 = exp

[
−μ(n + 1) − μ(N) − 	Fm

kT

]
(14)

here μ is the chemical potential of the gas and N is the num-
er of molecules at equilibrium under a pressure p. Taking into
ccount that μ = μ + kT ln c, where c is the gas concentration,
q. (14) can be written as

m,i;n→n+1 = N

n + 1
exp

(−	Fm

kT

)
(15)

By the same token, the statistical weight associated with the
emoval of a particle of gas from the cell m is given by

m,i;n→n−1 = n − 1

N
exp

(
	Fm

kT

)
(16)

The number of molecules at equilibrium, N, depends on pres-
ure and volume so that Eqs. (15) and (16) can be written as

m,i;n→n+1 = pV

(n + 1)kT
exp

(−	Fm

kT

)
(17)
nd

m,i;n→n−1 = kT (n − 1)

pV
exp

(
	Fm

kT

)
(18)

p
o

i
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An additional statistical weight is associated with the volume
f the molecule of the gas. Since the number of grid positions
ccupied by the volume Vmol of each molecule inserted in the
ubic box is g = Vmol(G/L)3, where L and G are, respectively, the
ide length of the cubic box and the number of intervals in which
t is divided, the whole volume of the matrix will be completely
lled when we succeed in 1 out of every grid position during
ampling. The geometric statistical weight associated with this
ffect can be defined as

′
i;n→n+1 = 1

g
= L3

G3Vmol
(19)

For removal:

′
r;n→n−1 = g = G3Vmol

L3 (20)

It is worthy noting that at low pressures the equilibrium num-
er of particles of an ideal gas in the cubic box, under STP
onditions, may be smaller than 1. To avoid this inconvenience
e set up an ensemble of (Nbox)3 boxes, in this simulation 63

oxes, identical to that containing the polymer matrix, packed
ithin a cube with side LNbox. Then the volume appearing
n Eqs. (19) and (20) is (LNbox)3, while each grid position is
epeated (Nbox)3 times with periodic boundary conditions within
he ensemble. The overall statistical weight associated with the
nsertion of a molecule at the m grid position of the box of volume
LNbox)3 already containing n molecules of gas is

i;n→n+1 = σm,i;n→n+1σ
′
i;n→n+1 (21)

On the other hand, the overall statistical weight of removal
f the molecule of gas is

i;n→n−1 = σm,i;n→n−1σ
′
i;n→n−1 (22)

The probability of insertion and removal of a gas molecule
n the cubic box can be obtained from the normalization of the
tatistical weight of Eqs. (21) and (22), that is

i;n→n+1 = σi;n→n+1

σi;n→n+1 + σi;n→n−1
(23)

i;n→n−1 = σi;n→n−1

σi;n→n+1 + σi;n→n−1
(24)

Insertion and removal of gas molecules in the polymer were
arried out using Monte Carlo techniques. The Monte Carlo sim-
lation of the sorption process consisted in 50 series of 5 × 106

ycles. At each cycle, a grid position m within the polymer matrix
aving a volume (LNbox)3 was randomly selected. The value of
he energy at that position, Fm, together with the number of
articles, n, previously loaded into the system allows the eval-
ation of the probabilities of insertion pi,m and removal pr,m at
rid point m according to Eqs. (23) and (24). Then, a random
umber x within the interval 0–1 was generated and compared
ith pi,m. When x ≤ pi,m, an attempt to insert a new particle into

osition m was performed, otherwise, i.e. when x > pi,m, removal
f one particle from position m was attempted.

An insertion attempt was successful, i.e. a new particle was
nserted with its center of masses in position m, when none of
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Table 4
Values of the free volume in the cubic box determined by Eq. (25) (method 1)
and Eq. (26) (method 2)

Matrix fV, method 1 (%) fV, method 2 (%)

Poly-PhNDI 19.72 20.08
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Table 5
Experimental and simulated values of the solubility coefficient for different gases
in PNDCI membranes, at 30 ◦C and 1 bar

Gas 103 × Sexp 103 × S∗
simul 103 × S∗∗

simul

H2 0.8 1.4 0.5
N2 1.4 2.9 1.1
O2 2.3 4.4 1.8
CO2 63.2 11.4 5.7
CO 3.6 3.5 1.5
CH4 7.5 8.8 4.6

Single and double stars indicated solubility coefficients simulated using for V in
Eqs. (17) and (18) the volume of the cubic box and the free volume, respectively.
The values of the solubility coefficient are given in cm3(STP)/cm3 cm Hg.

Table 6
Experimental and simulated values of the solubility coefficient for different gases
in H-PNDCI, at 30 ◦C and 1 bar

Gas 103 × Sexp 103 × S∗
simul 103 × S∗∗

simul

H2 0.6 1.5 0.5
N2 1.3 3.8 1.5
O2 2.1 5.3 2.1
CO2 62.6 13.7 7.2
CO 2.8 4.5 1.8
CH4 8.3 10.8 6.01

Single and double stars indicated solubility coefficients simulated using for V in
E
T

u
i
u
b
s
b
the gas solubility of glassy polymers has traditionally been inter-
preted in terms of the dual mode model that assumes the polymer
matrix as made up of a continuous phase where gas absorp-
oly-HPhNDI 18.58 18.40

he n particles previously loaded into the system has its center
f masses within a distance smaller than a molecular diameter
rom position m, i.e. when the new loaded molecule would not
verlap with any of the previously loaded particles. However,
nsertion attempts that would place the new molecule overlap-
ing with a previously loaded one are very infrequent because
he number of molecules loaded into the matrix is much smaller
han what would be allowed by the ratio among the volumes of
he matrix and the molecule. Consequently, most of the insertion
ttempts take place at well-separated points. For this reason, no
nteractions among molecules of solute were considered when
omputing the exponential of energy appearing in Eqs. (17) and
18) except the hard spheres potential, which is implicit in the
act of avoiding overlapping among molecules of solute. On the
ther hand, a removal attempt was successful, i.e. one particle
as removed from the system when its center of masses lies
ithin a distance smaller than the molecular radius from the

ested position, i.e. when the tested position is one among the
grid positions occupied by one of the molecules contained in

he system. Of course, failed attempts to either insert or remove
articles leave the system unchanged.

Two batches of sorption simulations were made. In the first
atch, the volume V used in Eqs. (17) and (18) was that of the
ubic box while in the second one, the volume used was the
ree volume, that is fV = V − ∑n

i VvdW;i where VvdW;i is the
an der Waals volume of atom i contained in the cubic box of
olume V. The values of the free volume fraction (Table 4), fV
as calculated by the two methods indicated by the following

xpressions:

V = unoccupied sites

(Nbox)3 (25)

V = Vcell − Vatoms (26)

here Vcell is the cell volume and Vatoms is the van der Waals
olume occupied by the atoms of the matrix.

Values of the experimental solubility coefficients for differ-
nt gases in PNDCI and H-PNDCI membranes are shown in the
econd column of Tables 5 and 6, respectively. The second and
hird columns of the tables present the simulated values for the
rst and second batch simulations. With the exception of carbon
ioxide, the solubility coefficients simulated for the gases are
n fair agreement with the experimental results independently
n whether V or fV are used in Eqs. (17) and (18). The strong

iscrepancy between experimental and simulated values of the
olubility coefficient of CO2 in the polymers could be attributed
o plasticizing effects that enhance the solubility of these
pecies.

F
g
u

qs. (17) and (18) the volume of the cubic box and the free volume, respectively.
he values of the solubility coefficient are given in cm3(STP)/cm3 cm Hg.

Simulated curves showing the pressure dependence of the sol-
bility coefficient for PNDCI and H-PNDCI, at 30 ◦C, are shown
n Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. In the inset the curves simulated
sing the free volume in Eqs. (17) and (18) are shown. It can
e seen that the isotherms undergo a sharp decrease at low pres-
ure reaching a nearly constant value at moderate pressures. This
ehavior experimentally found for the pressure dependence of
ig. 7. Variation of the simulated solubility coefficient with pressure of different
ases in PNDCI membranes at 30 ◦C. Inset: the simulations were performed
sing the free volume instead of the volume of the cubic box.
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Table 7
Comparison between the experimental permeability coefficient, Pexp, and the
simulated results using the volume V, P*, and the free volume, P**, for the
simulations of the solubility coefficient

Gas PNDCI membranes H-PNDCI membranes

Pexp

(barrers)
P*
(barrers)

P**
(barrers)

Pexp

(barrers)
P*
(barrers)

P**
(barrers)

H2 11.0 40.23 14.30 7.22 24.6 8.40
N2 0.31 0.31 0.12 0.12 0.38 0.15
O2 1.44 0.71 0.28 0.66 0.81 0.31
CO2 11.44 0.79 0.40 4.51 0.30 0.16
CO 0.52 0.37 0.15 0.21 0.24 0.10
C
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ig. 8. Variation of the simulated solubility coefficient of gases in poly-HNDI
embranes at 30 ◦C. The curves in the inset were computed using the free

olume instead of the volume of the cubic cell.

ion occurs. Microcavities that account for the volume excess in
lassy polymers disperse in the continuous phase act like Lang-
uir sites where adsorption processes take place. According to

he model, the pressure dependence of the solubility coefficient
s given by

= kD + C′
Hb

1 + bp
(27)

here kD is Henry’s constant, C′
H is the concentration of gas in

angmuir sites whereas b is a parameter related with the affinity
as polymer. The isotherms computed using V and fV are nearly
imilar though the former are slightly shifted vertically to higher
alues owing to the fact that the values of kD obtained with V are
igher than those obtained with fV. Eq. (27) fits to the computed
sotherms giving reasonable values for the Henry’s solubility
onstant though the gas concentration in Langmuir sites seems
o be underestimated. As an example, the values of kD, C′

H and
for O2 in PNDCI obtained using the volume of the cubic

ox in the computation are, 4.0 × 10−4 cm3(STP)/cm3 cm Hg,
.9 cm3(STP)/cm3 and 7.2 × 10−3 (cm Hg)−1, respectively. If
he free volume is used, then the respective values in the units
ndicated are 2.4 × 10−4, 0.3 and 7.0 × 10−3. For H-PNDCI the
ual mode parameters for oxygen are 3.9 × 10−4, 7.0 and 0.3
sing V in the computations and 2.3 × 10−4, 1.0 and 6.0 if fV is
sed. Notice that in all the cases the values simulated for C′

H are
ather small if the experimental values reported for other sys-
ems with high glass transition temperature are taken as a basis
f comparison [48].

In Table 7 the values of the permeability coefficients, at 30 ◦C
nd 1 bar, simulated using V and fV for the computation of
he solubility coefficient are compared with the experimental
nes. An inspection of the data shows a rather good agreement
etween experimental and simulated values for all the gases,
ith the exception of carbon dioxide. In this latter case, the

ermeability coefficient is more than one order of magnitude
elow the experimental one as a consequence of the low sol-
bility coefficient obtained by simulation. The same behavior
as obtained by Fried et al. [70] and Heuchel et al. [71] in

p
(
M

H4 0.54 0.51 0.26 0.15 0.35 0.19

he results were measured and computed at T = 300 K and p = 1 bar.

oly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) and polyimide mem-
ranes, respectively. As indicated above, plasticizing effects not
ccountable for in simulations seems to be the cause of the
onsiderable discrepancy between the simulated and experimen-
al values of the permeability coefficient of carbon dioxide in
NDCI and H-PNDCI membranes. However, the rather good
greement between the simulated and experimental results for
he permeability coefficients of the other gases encourages
he use of the TS approach for diffusion and the modified

idom method for sorption as valuable tools to predict gas
ermeation as a function of the chemical structure of glassy
embranes.

. Conclusions

An inspection of the experimental and simulated diffusion
oefficients of the gases shows that hydrogenation of the double
onds of the norbornene residues hinders gas transport in the H-
NDCI membranes presumably as consequence of increasing
acking volume efficiency facilitated by chain mobility of the
aturated double bonds.

The pressure dependence of the simulated solubility coeffi-
ient follows the same trends observed in the sorption processes
n glassy membranes. In general the values of the solubility coef-
cients computed using the total volume of the box cell are

wo to three times higher than those computed utilizing the free
olume.

Agreement between simulated and experimental results for
ll the magnitudes studied in the present work is pretty good,
ith the noteworthy exception of CO2, and specially its solu-
ility coefficients which is substantially underestimated by the
imulation. However, at this moment, we cannot provide any
easonable explanation for such disagreement in the case of this
articular molecule.
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θ time lag (s) (in experimental part); orientational
angle (◦) (in simulations)

μ chemical potential
σ statistical weight; van der Waals parameter (Å) in

R
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Nomenclature

A permeation area (cm2)
b parameter related with the gas-polymer affinity

((cm Hg)−1)
c concentration (cm3(STP)/cm3)
C normalization constant
C′

H gas concentration in Langmuir sites
(cm3(STP)/cm3)

D diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)
E energy
fV free volume in the PBC box
F Hemholtz free energy
g number of grid cells occupied by the volume of a

gas molecule in the PBC box
G number of intervals in which L is divided
k Boltzmann’s constant
kD Henry’s solubility coefficient

(cm3(STP)/cm3 cm Hg)
l thickness of the membrane (cm)
L side length of the PBC box (Å)
m mass of the gas particle
n number of particles of the gas in the PBC box out

of equilibrium under a pressure p
N number of particles of the gas in the PBC box at

equilibrium under a pressure p
p pressure of the gas in the downstream chamber

(cm Hg)
pi probability of insertion or removal of a gas parti-

cle in the cell i
p0 pressure of the gas in the upstream chamber

(cm Hg)
P permeability coefficient (barrer =

10−10 cm3(STP) cm/(cm2 s cm Hg))
PBC periodic boundary conditions
r vector position (cm)
Rij rate of passage of a gas particle from site i to j in

the PBC box
Rm vector joining the center of mass of cell m with the

equilibrium position of the atom i of the matrix in
the PBC box

S solubility coefficient (cm3(STP)/cm3 cm Hg)
t time (s)
T temperature (K)
V volume (cm3)
W(· · ·) probability of finding an atom of the matrix in

the PBC box in the conditions indicated between
brackets

Z partition function

Greek letters
γ weighting factor

δ deviation of an atom of the polymeric matrix in

the PBC box from the equilibrium position
Δ smearing factor
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τ residence time (s)
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